Wittenberg University “Early Alert” System

Wittenberg’s “Early Alert” system provides an opportunity for Faculty members, Staff members, and Parents to express any concerns that they may have regarding a particular student. This information is processed by the Academic Services office and outreach to the student is coordinated according to the nature of the alert. Due to FERPA laws, we may not be able to share the outcome of our outreach to the students, but we will always confirm that we have received the alert and will respond appropriately. The Early Alert form can be accessed on the right hand side of the Parent Portal (see below). Once you select “Early Alert,” you will be redirected to the form pictured below. Once you complete the form, simply click “Submit Report” at the bottom of the form, and you will receive an email response once your form is received and processed. In case of emergency, please contact Wittenberg Police at 937-327-6363.